
Seaside Church: Missional Communities 

 
If you’ve never heard the term, a Missional Community (MC) is a group of people on a mission to help others meet and follow 
Jesus. It’s pretty simple. A missional community does 3 things together.  
1. Mission: They focus on a specific group of people (neighborhood/relational network) by engaging in acts of service, parties, 

as well as ‘regular life’ opportunities to build relationships and share Jesus. 
2. Family Meals: They meet together for a ‘family meal’ which is a time to grow as friends, pray, have fun, and encourage one 

another in the mission.  
3. Bible Groups: They grow together as disciples by gathering in smaller groups of men and women for Bible Groups.  

“What’s the difference between that and ‘community groups, or ‘small group’ Bible studies?”  
First, we believe that any time believers get together outside of the Sunday gathering to study the Bible, grow together, etc. is a 
good thing. So by moving toward missional communities we aren’t saying these other forms are bad. In one sense there isn’t that 
much of a difference if a community group, in addition to experiencing community and studying the Bible, is also regularly 
engaged on mission. Many of our community groups have been doing this for years. Also, missional community isn’t a novelty. 
It’s certainly not original for a group of believers to come together to focus on doing ministry together, enjoying community and 
fellowship, and also studying scripture.  

Perhaps the main difference is that a missional community’s primary connecting point is mission. It’s a specific focus on a 
neighborhood or need or relational network that draws people together. Traditionally community groups or small group Bible 
studies were organized primarily around ‘being a community’ or ‘studying the Bible.’ In a missional community both of those 
things continue to happen, however they aren’t necessarily the starting point. Instead the starting point is mission. One of the 
reasons for this change is simply looking at how Jesus began his ministry. Interestingly, when Jesus called his first disciples he 
didn’t start with a call to come experience community or even study the Bible (though of course they did both of these things) 
instead Jesus began with a mission.  

[19] And he said to them, “Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men.” [Matthew 4:19 ESV] 

Jesus invited a group of fishermen to follow him and learn what life would be like with him and as they did that they would also 
be going after others. Observing Jesus we see the wisdom that if you call people to community (“come be friends”) you rarely see 
that group of people go on a mission to others. But if you call people to a mission they always become a community and 
experience deep friendships. Think of a military unit that goes to war together or a local volunteer fire department. Though the 
men and women who serve on those units came together because of their willingness to serve on the mission they often become 
a close family. Why? Because when you are on mission you have to rely on each other and get to know each other deeply. 

Missional communities help us obey Jesus’ call to make disciples.  
This is the heart of the mission Jesus gave the church (see Matthew 28.16-20) and yet it’s often neglected. Ask yourself, “Does the 
average Christian know how to make a disciple?” That is, do they know how to help someone meet Jesus and then follow him? In 
the typical American Church the way we attempt to make disciples is first by attracting people to an engaging Sunday worship 
experience. Then we set up community groups/small groups where we hope people will connect relationally with others outside 
of Sunday. Then perhaps after some time passes we hope they will get involved and volunteer with our programs. None of these 
things are bad and all are things any good church will do in some form but where in that rhythm of church activity does someone 
learn how to make a disciple? Where do they learn how to engage their friends, co-workers, neighbors in such a way to see them 
meet and follow Jesus? The form of missional community is an actual way for the church to make disciples. 



Seaside Church: Missional Communities 

What does a Missional Community look like? 
How this works in the missional community context is simple. First we recognize that as believers we are called to come together 
to make disciples (just like Jesus did). We begin to engage with people outside of the church walls in service (meeting a need or 
volunteering with a local non-profit, etc.), in hospitality (parties and relationships), or by simple presence when participating in 
other relational networks (sports teams, clubs, etc.). Typically a missional community will focus on one of these 3 areas. As we 
focus on our mission and the relationships we are building as ‘normal people’ out in our city/county other’s will take notice and 
ask questions. At this point we should pay attention to those God is bringing to us who He seems to be drawing to Himself. The 
Bible calls this a person of peace (see Luke 10). This is often someone who welcomes us, listens to us, and who is open to being a 
part of our missional community. This will lead to opportunities to tell them and others who we are, talk about Jesus, as well as 
our church.  

During these times of missional engagement the group continues to meet regularly for meals, prayer, and normal life 
development and growth (we call these times Family Meals). We may have some friends from our missional work who desire to 
hang with us more and this becomes a perfect context for them to see normal christians doing life together and enjoying our 
community. This may also lead to an opportunity to invite those we are reaching to come to our weekly gathering. 

As mission and community meals are happening small groups of men and women are gathering regularly to grow as disciples by 
praying, sharing our lives, and reading the Bible. We call these Bible Groups. Bible groups become the main way we engage in 
deeper growth in Jesus. Bible groups are for long time believers to grow together but also for not yet or new Christians. When 
someone we’ve engaged with on mission expresses more interest in Jesus a Bible group becomes an easy way for them to learn 
the gospel and prayerfully become a disciple of Jesus!  

Connecting with a Group 
As we already said, our church is in a process of transitioning our community groups to missional communities as well as starting 
new missional communities. Being a part of one is really the next step to connecting more with our church in addition to 
attending our Sunday gatherings.  

Here a a few ways you can take the next steps towards being part of an MC. 
1. Come to a New to Seaside Lunch.  These happen quarterly and offer a great way to learn who we are, what we do and how we 

do it. 
2. Browse through the list of Current MC's on the MC Web Page (under Make Disciples) and connect with a group leader. 
3. Email us (jon@seasidechurch.com) and we’d love to help connect.  

There’s nothing more exciting than knowing Jesus and following Him on His mission. Come join us as we seek to do that in 
Bremerton, Kitsap, and beyond! 
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